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Introduction
Motivation:
Photo-sharing platforms on the Internet (e.g. Flickr) contain billions of publicly
accessible images captured and uploaded by million individual users all over
the world. Together with geotagging facilities, these multi-media repositories
host gigantic volumes of georeferenced and community contributed data
sources, including tag documents, visual contents, GPS coordinates, and other
user personal information (e.g. gender, origin). These enriched resources of
multimedia information opened up numerous new opportunities to extend
geographic and computer vision related research and applications.

Popular Online data search engines

Analyze and visualize such data
in a Spatial-temporal fashion to
study Asian culture patterns,
dynamics and trends

To analyze and visualize cultural data to study patterns, dynamics and trends in
Asian regions using the georeferenced mulit-media data provided.

Data

Knowledge

Case study
People: male
Scene: Outdoors

Considering that a user takes photos
to record something that attract him
or her, the user-contributed geotagged photo collection provides
important clues to understand his or
her memorable events associated
with various locations.

Objects: Building
Shooting scale: distant
Event: Summer Travel
Landmark: Lion Statue
Meta-data: High Quality

User

One picture is a story!
Translate images and meta-data to understating of the user

Photo collections

Collection of users from all over the world:
US, UK, Brazil, Germany, China, Middle East, Japan, Singapore …

Photo shooting patterns (whether a photograph is a closeup or taken at a distance) for user groups with different
gender identities (e.g. male or female)

To study pattern changes over countries and cultures
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image

Present works
we make use of visual features extracted on
single monocular photos to infer the 3D depth of
the scene.

Orientation channel

The estimated distances between the camera
and the subjects of the shot are used to model
the overall preferences of closeness or distance
for male and female users when they choose to
capture photos.

To investigate the effect of user’s geo-location
on the way he or she captures photographs

distant view

SVM
classifier

Spatial arrangement

GIST image feature

We observed that the female users
tend to take close-up photos of a
scene (e.g. wedding event, birthday
cake) whereas the male users more
likely to captured image from distance
and the objects are more general and
neutral (e.g. mountain, lake, tall
building).

close view

Future works
A Meta-data tags analysis

B

• Design concept vocabulary
• Document analysis

Large-scale visual concept extraction
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• Scale computation to billions of images
• Utilize massive training data from users
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